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CECAM 

QUISQUISACATE 

Hola!  

 
We keep on working hard in the Law & Human Rights office! A special thanks to the volunteers who con-

tributed to this month’s newsletter. And thanks to the readers for their ongoing support! Happy reading!  

SOCIAL PROJECTS 

CeCAM, (Centro Correcional para Adolescentes Mujeres) is a correctional facility for young girls aged 14 to 20, 

who committed or were involved in serious crimes. Usually the institution houses about fifteen girls. 

 

This has been a very good month at CeCam. Related to International Women’s day on March 8th, we 

planned activities connected to women’s rights. We have been talking about and writing down what hu-

man rights women have. It has been very successful and educational. 

The girls didn’t know a lot about their rights and it’s therefore great 

to be able to teach them something they maybe will need sometime. 

 

We have also been doing activities trying to regain the girls’ self-

esteem. One day we made posters where the girls could write down 

all the positive characteristics of each other. It was very successful 

and a lot of them were surprised how the other girls saw them. The 

day ended with a lot of hugging, kissing and thanking each other. 

 

On other days we have just relaxed together with the girls, doing 

activities like baking or watching a movie. We have also had some 

days where we danced, something the girls love.  Since they don’t 

have so many opportunities for exercise, dancing is a good thing to do. We are having tons of fun to-

gether and the girls teach us how to dance like a real Latina. Slowly we feel that friendships are built. 

 

All the girls are very welcoming and they enjoy a visit from outside. They are curious about our countries 

and really want to get to know us. They are so tolerant for our limited Spanish knowledge, and help when 

it’s needed. 

 

At the end of the day it is a great feeling to be able to help the girls that are in a difficult stage of life. 

Quisquisacate is a residential care facility for girls between 7 and 14 years old. They have been removed from their homes by 

the order of the courts for different reasons such as abuse, poverty and abandonment. At the age of 14 they are moved to 

another facility or they may return to their families if the court decides so.  

 

This was a very successful month at Quisquizate. As hoped, we have gotten really close to the girls now. 

They seem to see us as big sisters and have started to trust and re-

spect us. This is a great feeling. We arranged many activities for the girls, 

both creative and fun, as well as human rights-based. 

 

One of the activities of last month was baking real Argentine alfajores. 

These were not only delicious, but also a great way for the girls to 

teach us something about their culture. They showed us how to put 

them together and what to add to make them even tastier! We noticed 

that it is important to plan activities sometimes which are not human 

rights based, simply to build a better and closer relationship with the 

girls.  Therefore we brought pearls to make bracelets or candies to eat 
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outside in a small park. They enjoyed that and it is a great way for them to get out of their sometimes bor-

ing daily life. 

 

As International Women’s day was on the 8th of March, we planned an activity where each girl was assigned 

one basic human right of women. These included the right to have a family, the right to keep control over 

your own body, and many more. On a big piece of paper, they were supposed to draw what their specific 

right meant to them. It was successful, because everyone participated and they asked us a lot of questions 

about women’s rights. We felt like we could really teach them something and they started thinking more 

about their rights as young women.  

FELISA SOAJE 

Felisa Soaje is a residential care facility for girls aged between 14 and 17. The girls living there have been ordered by the court 

to reside there as their biological parents have been deemed unfit or incapable of caring for them. The girls are provided with 

meals and accommodation and attend school 5 days a week. Volunteers meet with the girls on a weekly basis.  

 

The volunteers continued working as usual after the summer holiday. The aim has always been to be crea-

tive in order for the girls to enjoy the time together and at the same time learn more about human rights. 

Therefore, it is essential to plan creative activities which give the girls the possibility to discuss different 

issues and present concepts they are interested in. Furthermore, it is also necessary to have activities that 

teach the girls to cooperate with each other, and to respect one another. In line with those guiding direc-

tions, the volunteers have planned to implement activities responding to those ideas.  

 

The girls have been able to bake, which taught them to divide the task between each other and work to-

gether for a final result. And obviously, it becomes even more enjoyable if the result contains something 

delicious to eat. Thus, this activity has been a success. Furthermore, the volunteers have had more discus-

sions with the girls about topics involving the female body, boys, music and dance, even some language 

teaching, while they have been taking their traditional Wednesday walks to the Plaza. One important 

global day during this month was the International Woman’s day, 8th of March, were the volunteers had 

the task to prepare activities related to women’s rights. Therefore, the volunteers decided to do an activ-

ity with the girls that aimed to strengthen their self-esteem and express love towards each other. By writ-

ing pleasant words about each other; it helped the girls to understand how appreciated and loved they are 

by the others. Lastly, the volunteers planned a ‘drawing-how-you-interpret-human-rights’ activity with the 

girls, connected to their views on specific human rights norms. Overall, all activities were a success. It 

brought happiness, tears of joy, laughing and dancing moments on the surface. 

MONITORING HUMAN  RIGHTS 

FUNDACIÓN G.A.N.A.S  

Fundación G.A.N.A.S is a non-profit organization that provides food, clothes, and friendship to the homeless living in and around 

downtown Cordoba. They have been working in the streets of Córdoba for the past six years, and in the past two months the 

Law & Human Rights volunteers joined to help.   

 

In addition to helping the foundation in the field by cooking for the people, the volunteers are also inter-

viewing them about different aspects of their lives. Not only does this allow 

them to learn more about these people, but also to understand their imme-

diate and long term needs.  

 

With all the information provided by those interviews, the volunteers have 

created a database which is updated weekly, and made some calculations to 

clearly identify the practical issues that homeless are facing (physical posses-

sion of a DNI, current health situation, social welfare etc.). The conclusions 

of these calculations will be turned into graphs that we will present to the 

president of the foundation, and therefore will be used to establish the ways 

in which we can help them.  
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COMMUNITY ADVOCACY  

BLAS PASCAL 

Blas Pascal is a peripheral community of government and makeshift housing built in 2009.  Prior to the existence of the slum, 

the residents were living in shanties along the river; however in 2003 they successfully petitioned for proper accommodation 

arrangements. There are approximately 100 families living there. The Law & Human Rights Office has started a community 

project, with the goals of educating and empowering the neighbours in their goals to help improve their community and im-

proving their quality of life.   

In the last month, volunteers of the Law and Human Rights team, Michelle and Margaret, were able to 

write up survey questions and go around the neighbourhood of Blas Pascal in order to assess the situation 

concerning the alarm. The objective was to see whether the two new alarm installations were a success, 

what the problems are and how the community is adapting to their presence.  

 

After analysing the answers of the eighteen households 

using this new community alarm system we can conclude 

that there has been a positive change. However, it is im-

portant to mention that when checking the various re-

sponses, that many of the citizens seemed misinformed 

concerning the alarm system. They are especially misin-

formed concerning two different facts. Firstly, a few of 

them believe that the alarm system is directly linked with 

the police which is not the case. In fact, the alarm is sim-

ply there to scare burglars away and to let the rest of the 

neighbourhood know that it is happening; thereby enforc-

ing solidarity (hopefully) over time. Secondly, they seemed 

to think that in order for it to work they had to pay 180 

pesos a month. This definitely is a factor for many other 

people in the community not to join in on this security 

project.  

 

After having realised these conclusions we presented this information to them during the Blas Pascal 

Wednesday meeting. 

 

Therefore our next move would be, when there are more volunteers present, to establish a campaign to 

promote the community alarm system. Hopefully it will lead to another alarm instalment in the middle of 

Blas Pascal which will lead to a better and more secure unity in the area.  

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES  

WORKSHOPS 

HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND  BASTA DE  TRATA WORKSHOPS 

By Kristina Rasmussen (Denmark)  
 

 "He promised me work as a housekeeper, so I could earn enough money to go to school. Instead he sold 

me to a brothel in Buenos Aires, where I was forced to sleep with up to 20 men a day. The shame is so 

big, I cannot go home. They not only took my body, they took my future, my life”  

 

What happened to this 13-year-old girl from Bolivia is a concept that volunteers at the Law and 

Human Rights office are working on; Human Trafficking. This month volunteers at the Law and 

Human Right office are trying to raise awareness about human trafficking by educating fellow vol-

unteers and staff-members about what human trafficking entails, how to detect victims and espe-
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THESIS PROJECT 

cially how to prevent people from becoming potential victims. Human 

trafficking is modern day slavery where men, women and children are 

sold by traffickers into exploitative work, where they do not have 

control over what is done to them or what kind of work they are 

required to perform. In Latin America, 78 percent of the victims are 

sold to the sex-industry, where they are forced to perform sexual 

acts to more than 20 men a day. Sexual exploitation, however, is not 

the only form of slavery found in Latin America. At any given time, 

there are around 27 million people living as victims of human traffick-

ing, and they are found in every country in the world.  

 

In an effort to try and create awareness about the topic, we held a 

workshop on human trafficking on Tuesday the 25th of March at the 

Projects Abroad office. Volunteers learnt how to combat human traf-

ficking, and fight for the rights of every person to have control over their own lives.  
 

In addition to creating awareness and prevent human trafficking, volun-

teers are working on four different workshops on the subject of human 

trafficking with the goal of educating the young people at CeCam, Felisa 

Soaje and Quisquizacate about the topic. The intention is to have a month 

with human trafficking as the main theme, with one workshop a week at 

the different placements in order to, in a fun way, educate the girls. This is 

done with the hope of preventing future victimization. These workshops 

will be held in correlation with the organization Basta de Trata, who seeks 

to create awareness and prevention of human trafficking in Argentina.        

By Hevi Dawody (Sweden) 

 

“It is essential to know and understand the deeply spiritual special relationship between indigenous peoples and 

their land as basic to their existence as such and to all their beliefs, customs, traditions and culture... for such peo-

ple, the land is not merely a possession and a means of production... Their land is not a commodity which can be 

acquired, but a material element to be enjoyed freely” (statement by Martinez Cobo, UN Special Rapporteur) 

 

Most indigenous groups of people have a special relationship to the land and territories they inhabit. The 

main reason is because it is where their ancestors have lived 

and where their history, knowledge, livelihood practices and 

believes have been established. To most indigenous groups of 

people the territory has a sacred or spiritual meaning, which 

reaches far beyond the productive and economic aspect and 

interest of the land. However, in the past and even during this 

moment, indigenous people are not being fully protected from 

legal discrimination or social exclusion committed by state 

authorities and private actors. Governmental bodies give con-

sent to implement agribusiness and extractive projects cutting 

indigenous groups’ ancestral lands and natural resources; thus 

restricting indigenous groups’ way of practicing their tradi-

tional customs and living in accordance with their interests, 

and also threatening their survival and well-being.     
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The Law and Human Rights Office involves many volunteers with different working tasks that are accom-

plished during their time in Argentina. One of the volunteers, Hevi Dawody from Sweden, is currently in 

Argentina working on her master’s thesis. This workload is defined as a minor field study and she has been 

granted this opportunity by the University of Örebro (Sweden) financing the field study. The purpose is to 

work with a legal topic in a developing country during the period of 8 weeks. Hence, the volunteer is ex-

amining indigenous people’s land rights and whether this fundamental right is respected by the State of 

Argentina.  

 

How to process the minor field study in progress is done by the following parts: the volunteer must find 

research material about the topic, find relevant domestic laws and judicial decisions, and finally, obtain in-

terviews for complementing the research field. The volunteer has been granted much support in the re-

search and the lawyers from the Law and Human Rights Office have provided her with relevant informa-

tion regarding the national law. Lastly, the volunteer has also completed several interviews, both in Cor-

doba and Buenos Aires. Finally, the volunteer held a workshop regarding indigenous groups of people in 

international law in the hope of further expressing the situation regarding indigenous people and cultivat-

ing an interest by other volunteers.  

 

Thanks to the staff of the Law and Human Rights Office it has been possible for the volunteer to find re-

search material and accomplish interviews. She has been able to work daily with the minor field study and 

distributing knowledge to others volunteers.  


